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ABSTRACT 

Let ),,(1
EYXG =  be a bipartite graph.  A X- domatic partition of 

1
G  is a partition of X , all of whose classes are X-

dominating set in 
1

G .  The X-domatic number of 
1

G  is the maximum number of classes of X-domatic partition of
1

G .  The 

X-domatic number of
1

G  is denoted by  ).( 1
Gd X  

 

Let G be a simple undirected graph.  We obtain a sharp upper bound for the sum of chromatic number of G and X-domatic 

number of the bipartite graph 
+

VV  obtained from G and characterize the corresponding extremal graphs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

 

 Let ),( EVG = be a simple undirected graph.  The chromatic number )(Gχ  is defined to be the minimum number of 

colors required to color all the vertices such that adjacent vertices do not receive the same color.  A domatic partition of G 

is a partition of )(GV , all of whose classes are dominating set in G.  The domatic number of  G is the maximum number 

of classes of a domatic partition of G.  The domatic number is denoted by ).(Gd  

 

Given a graph ),( EVG = , the bipartite graph ),,()( 11
EVVGVV =+

 is defined by the 

edges }),/(),{( 11
EvuvuE ∈=  together with }/),{( 1

Vuuu ∈ .  Let ),,(1
EYXG =  be a bipartite graph.  A subset 

XD ⊆  is an X-dominating set if for every DXx −∈ , there exists atleast one vertex Du ∈  such that x  and u  are 

adjacent to a common vertex .Yy ∈   The minimum cardinality taken over all the minimal X-dominating set is called X-

domination number and is denoted by ).( 1
GXγ   A X-domatic partition of 

1
G  is a partition of X , all of whose classes 

are X-dominating set in 
1

G .   The X-domatic number of 
1

G   is the maximum number of classes of a X-domatic partition 

of 
1

G .  The X-domatic number of 
1

G  is denoted by ).( 1
Gd X  

 

Bipartite theory of graphs was proposed in [2] and [3].  Given any problem say A, on an arbitrary graph G, there is a 

corresponding problem B on a bipartite graph
1

G , such that solution for B provides a solution for A. 

 

Several authors have studied the problem of obtaining an upper bound for the sum of a domination parameter and a graph  
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theoretic parameter and characterized the corresponding extremal graphs.  In [5] Paulraj Joseph J and Arumugam 

proved 1+≤+ pc χγ .  They also characterized the class of graphs for which the upper bound is attained.  In [4] 

Mahadevan et all proved nGGdd 2)()( ≤+ χγ , and characterized the corresponding extremal graphs.  In this paper, we 

obtain sharp upper bound for the sum of the chromatic number of a graph G and the X-domatic number of  bipartite graph 

)(GVV
+

constructed from G and characterize the corresponding extremal graphs. By the theory of bipartite graph, the 

above gives an upper bound for the sum of the chromatic number of a graph G and the domatic number of 
2

G . [2] defines 

square of a graph ),( 22
EVG =  as 

2),( Evu ∈  if and only if distance 2),( ≤vud  in G. 

 

Proposition 1.1: nKVVd nX =+ ))(( . 

Proof: nK  is a complete graph on n vertices.  Every vertex is adjacent to other vertices in G.  In  
+

VV , every vertex is X-

adjacent to other vertices.  Every vertex is a X-dominating set.  Therefore, nKVVd nX =+ ))(( .  

 

Theorem: 1.2 In a bipartite graph ),,( EYXG =  , nX =  then nGd X ≤)( . 

 

Theorem: 1.3 [1] For any connected graph ,G  .1)( +∆≤Gχ  

 

2. MAIN RESULT: 

 

Theorem: 2.1 For any connected graph G, nGGVVd X 2)())(( ≤++ χ  and equality holds if and only if nKG ≅ . 

 

Proof: nnnnGGVVd X 2111)())(( =+−+≤+∆+≤++ χ .  If nGGVEd X 2)())(( =+ χ , then the possible 

case is nVVd X =+ )(  and nG =)(χ .  Since, nG =)(χ , nKG ≅  and nVVd X =+ )( .  Hence, nKG ≅ .  The 

converse of the above is obvious. 

 

1G  is the family of graphs on n vertices which contains a clique K=Kn-1 and the other vertex is adjacent to α  vertices of 

K, where 21 −≤≤ nα . 

 

Theorem: 2.2 For any connected graph G, 12)())(( −=++
nGGVVd X χ  if and only if 1GG ∈ . 

 

Proof: Assume 12)())(( −=++
nGGVVd X χ .  This is possible only if nGVVd X =+ ))((  and 1)( −= nGχ  or 

1))(( −=+
nGVVd X  and .)( nG =χ  

 

Case: (a) nGVVd X =+ ))((  and 1)( −= nGχ . 

 

Since, 1)( −= nGχ , G contains a clique 1−= nKK .  Let x  be any vertex of G  other than the vertices of K .  Since G 

is connected x  is to a vertex of K .  Let us assume x  is adjacent to α  vertices of 2-n1 , ≤≤ αK .  The vertex in 

)(xN  of the graph G is of degree n in ).(GVV
+

  Hence,  1GG ∈  

 

Case :(b) 1))(( −=+
nGVVd X and nG =)(χ . 

 

Since, nKGnG ≅= ;)(χ  and 1))(( −≠=+
nnGVVd X , a contradiction.  So no graph exists. 

 

If 1GG ∈ , then  12)())(( −=++
nGGVVd X χ .  
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2G  is a family of graphs on n vertices which contains a clique 2−= nKK , and the other vertices are adjacent to same 

vertex of K  and degree of two vertices are βα ,  where 3,1 −≤≤ nβα . 

 

3G  is a family of graph on n vertices which contains a clique   2−= nKK  and the other  vertices of G is 2K  and the ends 

of 2K  are adjacent to same vertex of K , the degree of two vertices are βα ,  where 2,1 −≤≤ nβα . 

 

Theorem: 2.3 For a connected graph ,G  22)()( −=++
nGVVd X χ  if and only if G  belongs to 2G  or 3G . 

 

Proof: If  G  belongs to 2G  or 3G , then  22)()( −=++
nGVVd X χ  is obvious.  Conversely, assume that 

22)()( −=++
nGVVd X χ  .  This is possible only if  

 

(a) 2)(;)( −==+
nGnVVd X χ  or  

 

(b) 1)(;1)( −=−=+
nGnVVd X χ  or 

 

(c) .)(;2)( nGnVVd X =−=+ χ  

 

Case: (a) 2)(;)( −==+
nGnVVd X χ  

 

Since ,2)( −= nGχ  G  contains a clique 2−= nKK .  Let },{ yxS =  be other vertices of .G   2KS =  or  2K . 

 

Sub case: (i) 2KS = . 

Since G  is connected.  Vertices of S  are adjacent to vertices of .K   If x  and y  are adjacent to the same vertex of K , 

we get .)( nVVd X =+
  We also get ,)( nVVd X =+

 if y and x are adjacent to βα  and  vertices of  K  where  

3,1 −≤≤ nβα . 2GG ∈ . 

 

Sub case: (ii) 2KS =  

G  is connected, one vertex of 2K  is adjacent to a vertex of K , nVVd X <+ )(   a contradiction. 

 

If both ends of 2K  are adjacent to same vertex of  ,K we get nVVd X =+ )( .  The vertices yx  and  can be of adjacent 

to βα  and 2,1 −≤≤ nβα .  Which is graph 3G . 

 

Case: (b) 1)(;1)( −=−=+
nGnVVd X χ  

 

Since ,1)( −= nGχ  G  contains a clique 1−= nKK .  Let x  be a vertex of G  other than the vertices of .K   Since G  

is connected, x should be adjacent to atleast one vertex of K .    Hence, 1))(( −≠=+
nnGVVd X .   A contradiction.  

Therefore, no such graph exists. 

 

Case: (c) .)(;2)( nGnVVd X =−=+ χ  

 

Since nKGnG ≅= ,)(χ .  But .2))(( −≠=+
nnKVVd nX   A contradiction.  

 

We define certain family of graphs 
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4G  is the family of graphs on n vertices, which contain a clique 3−= nKK  and other vertices of G are adjacent to a vertex 

of K  and the degree of  the vertices are γβα ,,  where .4,,1 −≤≤ nγβα  

 

5G  is the family of graphs on n vertices, which contain a clique 3−= nKK  and other vertices of G forms a 3P  and all the 

vertices of  3P  are adjacent to same vertex of K .  The degree of the vertices of 3P  are  γβα ,,  where 

.21;3,1 −≤≤−≤≤ nn βγα  

 

6G  is the family of graphs on n vertices,  which contain a clique 3−= nKK  and other vertices of G form 21 KK ∪ .  All 

the vertices in 21 KK ∪  are adjacent to a vertex of .K   The degree of these vertices  are  γβα ,,  where 

.3,1;41 −≤≤−≤≤ nn γβα  

 

7G  is the family of graphs on n vertices, which contain a clique 3−= nKK  and other vertices of  G form a 3K  and the 

vertices of 3K  are adjacent to different vertices of  .K  

 

8G  is the family of graphs on n vertices, which contain a clique 2−= nKK  and the other two vertices are adjacent to 

different vertices of K . 

 

9G  is the family of graphs on n vertices, which contain a clique 2−= nKK  and the other vertices forms a 2K  in which 

the ends are adjacent to different vertices of .K  

 

Theorem: 2.4 For a connected graph ,G  32)()( −=++
nGVVd X χ  if and only if 94  ≤≤∈ iGG i . 

 

Proof: If  94  ≤≤∈ iGG i  , then clearly 32)()( −=++
nGVVd X χ .  Conversely, assume that 

32)()( −=++
nGVVd X χ .  This is possible only if     

 

 (a) nGnVVd X =−=+ )(;3)( χ   or  

 

(b) 1)(;2)( −=−=+
nGnVVd X χ     or         

 

(c) 2)(;1)( −=−=+
nGnVVd X χ      or  

 

(d) 3)(;)( −==+
nGnVVd X χ . 

 

Case (a):  nGnVVd X =−=+ )(;3)( χ  

 

Since, n=χ  nKG ≅ .  But 3))(( −≠=+
nnKVVd nX  a contradiction.  Hence, no such graph exists. 

 

Case:  (b) 1)(;2)( −=−=+
nGnVVd X χ  

 

Since 1)( −= nGχ , G contains a clique 1−= nKK .  Let x  be a vertex of G other than the vertices of .K   Since G is 

connected, x  is adjacent to atleast one vertex of K.  2)( −≠=+
nnVVd X  , a contradiction.  Hence, no such graphs 

exist. 

 

Case: (c) 2)(;1)( −=−=+
nGnVVd X χ  
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Since 2)( −= nGχ , G  contains a clique 2−= nKK .  Let },{ yxS =  be vertices of G other than the vertices of  .K   

Then 22 KorKS = . 

 

Sub case: (i) If 2KS = . 

If vertices in S  are adjacent to same vertex of K , we get a contradiction to 1)( −=+
nVVd X .  Hence no such graphs 

exists.  If the vertices of S  are adjacent to different vertices of K , we get 8GG ∈ . 

 

Sub case: (ii) If 2KS = . 

If the end of 2K  are adjacent to a vertex of K , we get a contradiction to  1)( −=+
nVVd X .  Hence no such graph 

exists.  If the vertices of S  are adjacent to different vertices of K , we get 9GG ∈ . 

 

Case: (d) 3)(;)( −==+
nGnVVd X χ . 

Since ,3)( −= nGχ  G contains a clique 3−= nKK .  Let },,{ zyxS =  be vertices of G other than the vertices of  K .  

Then .;;; 12333 KKPKKS ∪=  

 

Sub case: (i) 3KS =  

Since G is connected, a vertex of 3K  is adjacent to a vertex of K .  If  the vertices of S  are adjacent to different vertices 

of ,K   we get nVVd X =+ )(  and therefore, 7GG ∈ . 

 

Sub case: (ii) 3KS = . 

Since G is connected, all the vertices of  3K  are adjacent to a vertex of  .K   If the vertices zyx ,,  are of degree γβα ,,  

where ,4,,1 −≤≤ nγβα then .)( nVVd X =+
  Therefore, 4GG ∈ . 

 

Sub case: (iii) 3PS =  

Since G is connected, a vertex of P3 is adjacent to a vertex of  K ,  a contradiction to .)( nVVd X =+
  If all the vertices of 

P3 are adjacent to a vertex of  K .  If the degree of the vertices are γβα ,,   where .21;3,1 −≤≤−≤≤ nn βγα   

Then,  .)( nVVd X =+
 Hence, 5GG ∈ . 

 

Sub case :(iv) 12 KKS ∪=  

If a vertex of 2K  and 1K  are adjacent to same vertex of K.  If the degree of these vertices are γβα ,,  where 

.3,1;41 −≤≤−≤≤ nn γβα   Then,  .)( nVVd X =+
  Hence 6GG ∈ . 

 

Theorem: 2.5 For a connected graph G , ))(()( 2
GVVdGd X

+= . 

 

Proof: Let nVVV ,...,, 21  be domatic partition of 
2.G   Each iV  is a dominating set in 

2
G .  Therefore, iV  is a X-

dominating set in the bipartite graph VV+(G).  Hence,  nVVV ,...,, 21  is a X-domatic partition of VV+(G).  Hence,  

).())(( 2
GdGVVd X ≥+
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Conversely, nVVV ,...,, 21  be X-domatic partition of  VV+(G).  Then, nVVV ,...,, 21  is a domatic partition in 
2

G .  

Therefore, ).()( 2 +≥ VVdGd X   Hence, ))(()( 2
GVVdGd X

+= . 
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